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The objective of this report is to theoretically investigate the potential

of several low profile antennas for use at or near ground level locations, as
compared with a quarter wavelength monopole. Of specific interest is the radiated
field intensity at low elevation angles produced by VHF multiturn loop antennas
having various orientations with respect to a flat lossy earth.

To accomplish the objective stated above, we start with Norton's classical
expressions for an antenna over a flat lossy earth and obtain a qualitative indi-
cation as to how the presence of a lossy earth affects the far-field power pattern
of an antenna in air located above the lossy oarth. This includes a description of
the fields in terms of space waves and surface waves, and a parameter study to
determine the effects on the far-field pattern of varying the pattern radius, the
ground constants, and the antenna height above the earth. Next a computationally
straightforward method for determining the far-field pattern of an antenna located
near a lossy earth is described. This method is then used to calculate the far-
field power patterns of a few electrically small multiturn loop antennas.
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I The objective of this report is to theoretically investigate
the potential of several low profile antennas for use at or near
ground level locations, as con-pared with a quarter wavelength monopole.I Of specific interest is the radiated field intensity at low elevation
angles producee by VHIF alustiturn loop antennas having various orientationls

wihr rsDect to a flat lossy earth.

iaccomii .- the o- jective stated amove, we start wit-h -'orton's
classical exoressions for- an antenna over a flat lossy earth and obtair
a quaitLative indication as to how thle presence of a Zossy earth affectsIthe far-"Seld ower -aattern of an antenna in air located above thic lossy
ea rth Th-iis -includes a depscrig-tion of the fields in terms of soace waves
and surface waves, and a parameter study to detemn.'ne the eff"ects on
the far-ield pattern of varying the pattern radius, the grouna
constants, and the antenna fheight abov the earth. N~ext a compu-
tationally straightforward nethod for determining the far-field
pattern of an antenna located near a lossy earth is d:scribed. This
rethod is then used to calculate the far-fi eld power patterns of a
few electrically small multiturn 'loop antennas.
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I:VEST;G AI 10 F THE EFFECTS - A !,Y
EAr .,TH ON A , PATTERNS AT VHF

I. INTRODUCTION'

The objective of this report is to theoretically investigate
the potential of several low profile antennas for use at or near
ground level locations such that the low angle radiation can be co-
pared with that of a quarter .aveiengt, munopole naving - cuarter
wavelengths radial arms. Since the monopoie is not necessarily vertical
with respect to t'ie earth, we are interested in pattern results for

various tilt anglcs of both the nunopoie and the low profiie antennas
under investigation.

The principle low profile antenna of interest is the muIit.urn
loop antenna on a small ground plane tiltee at various angles with
.espect to the lossy earth. Thus, there is a need to develope a method
for calculating the far-fied pattern of an arbitrarily shaped antenna
having an arbitrary orientation with respect to the earth. Therefore,
a secondary objective of this report is to describe a method for doing
this.

In Section II a computationally straightforward method for
performing the calculations described above is presented. The method
is based on the assumptlen that the antenna current is not affected
by the 1ossy ground and gives accurate radiation patterns for certain
antennas over a flat lossy earth void of protruding vegetation,
buildings, etc. In Section II, then, are presented the field equations
used in determining the antenna patterns. The equations are interpreted
in terms of space waves and surface waves

In Section Iii a parameter study is made using the theoretical
expression of Section II to determine qualitatively the effects on an
antenna's far-field pattern of the distance from the antenna to the
observation point, the antenna geometry, and the conductivity and
perittivity of the ground.

In Section IV we show., how a continuous current distribution can
be expressed in terms of a finite number of infinitesimal sources,
and in Section V the results of Sections II anu IV are used to
calculate the far-field power patterns of four antennas.

Appendix I contains descriptions and listings of computer
programs used, and Appendix II compares patterns calculated by the
methods of this report with those found elgewhere in the literature.



in thi . -.ecLion wt- wish to &-.cribin d L-i_ iVZijit.i I .ijl
forward niithod for determininq the radiated I iIld-. of an dlityiiiia

located over an infinite flat ground plane of arbitrary perittivity,
and conductivity. A number of approximations are made and these are
described along with their resulting limitations in the text to
follow. Tne method is best applicable to electrically snall antennas
which are at least partially shielded from the lossy earth by a
small.-fectlv conducting ground plane or by a cavity, and yields
the radiated fields to witnin a few wavelengths of the antenna.
Electrically large antennas can be treated through the use of increased
computer time.

The basic approximation in this method is that the antenna
current with the antenna located in free space be identical to the
current with the antenna located over a finitely conducting flat
earth. Rigorously this is clearly not the case. However, it is a
reasonable approximation for an antenna which is shielded fromn
the finitely conducting earth as is the case for an antenna in a
cavity or over a small ground plane, and it is these configurations
that we will consider. A typical configuration is sho-,n in Fic. 1.

AIR ANTENNA

SMALL PERFECTLY
,.--CONDUCTING GROUND

PLANE

/ I I I I / "/ I / I / ,

FINITELY CONDUCTING GROUND

-7ig. 1. Antenna shielded from ground by perfectly

conducting ground plane.

Since small changes in a current distribution cause even smaller
changes in the far-field pattern, our approximation is most applicable
to determining far-field oatterns.

The problem of determining the far-field pattern of an antenna
must begin with a determination of the currents on the antenna. When
the antenna is in the presence of a conducting earth this can be
done using the rigorous Sonierfeld-integral approach[l-3], or by
some approximate technique, one of which is a reflection coefficient
approximation described by E. K. Miller et aL4,5]. The reflection
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coefficient apprcximation i-s a technique using the Fresnel plane-
wave reflection coefficients to account for the influence of fields
reflected from the interface upon the antenna current distribution,
and is found to yield the input impedance generally to within 10 -
of the results obtained by tie rigorous method but at about l'Z of
the computer cost. Oar approach is more approximate than either
of the above, but has the advantage that computer programs already
exist to evaluate the currents on antennas located in free spaceL6--9I..
AS I -re v io us Iv m ~n-4i.on e d ;t i s -.o st a DpIi ca blIe wh e ni te a nt en nAs
someti-how shieided from t.ne earth. However, itwould P.iso appi- to
antennas sufficiently elevated from the eartni.

Assume now that by so-we method a current diStrIbuation !has been
determined on an antenna or a w.;-Ire-grid izidei of the antenna. i Ti

fields radiated by this arbitrary current distribution we must
f irst finid the fields radiated by an arbitrarily ori entated i n -ini ,--7s ImalIelectric current element located in air and near a o-iane earth of
relative permittivity F-r, conductivity 11expresseu In electro'ayjIe'-Ic
units, and permeability g of free space. (Note one electromagnetic unit
or emu equals 101'rrmho/rieter). To do tnis we can use expressionS given
by n~orton[lO].

Hgure 2 shows the coordinate system to be used We let the

z

IR

Ry

Ik

Fig. 2, Geometry for dipole radiation formulas.

origin of our coordinate system be at the surface of the earth under
the current element and choose a right-V nded set ofl unit vectors

3



i, j, and k in the direction of x, y, and z. The cylindrical
coordinates r, -, and z, and corresponding unit vectors r, c, and k
are also shown. Ri, R2 , and a are defined in Fig. 2 and in addition

(1) k = 27/., A = free space wavelength

(2) 2 = k 2 (Lr-jX)

3= 1. X 10 emu/' kc

(4) je :eJnd conductivity eAF- ssed in emu

(5) fc = frequency in kilocycles per second

(6) R2 = x2Y2+z2

(7) u = k/k2.

fo Nrton found simplified and computationally useful expressions
for E and we will include some of them here. While Norton's expressions
are valid in the upper half-space to within a few wavelengths of the
source, the field components to follow are simplified for the far-field.
By far-field in this report we mean I/R >> /R. For a vertical electric
current element, with eJ ' t time dependence surpressed, and located at
z=a, x=y=O, as shown in Fig. 2,

-jkR 2 -jk,2

(8) EV jk, cos2 ,. e + R cos , e
v R2

-jkR ,
+ (I-R )(l-u 2+u4 cos 2 ,') F e R j

where,

(9a) Rv = (sin;' - uJl-u 2 cos2,' )/(sin,' + u Jl-u2 cos2 i)

(9b) sin' = (z+a)/R2

(9c) F = [l-j e-w  erfc(j/-)]

(9d) w = 4Pl/('-Rv 2

(9e) pl = p e - jb

-R2 cos b(9f) 'p 2..

4
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(9g) tan b cs2K')/x

(9h) sin" = (z-a)/R1

In Eq. (8) the first two terms represent the direct or space wave
radiation from the source and its image (located at z=-a, x=y=O)
respectively, and both vary as I/R. The last term represents the
ground or surface wave radiation and varies as F/R. F is generaliy
termed a ground wave attenuation function, and depends uDofn the
earth's constants and upon the distance to the field point. -9 and b
are generally terned the ntmerical distance and Dhase factor
respectively for vertical dipoles. The remaining comporents for the
vertical elenent are

-jkR 1  --;k

(10) E jk -is,ncos + R sin..'cos.,'r

-jkRg

- cos-'(l-Rv )ui-ucos2,' F

2 2 22
* -/, u2 (-u cos ,) sin

22

(11) Ev 03

For a horizontal infinitesimal electric current element aligned

with the x-axis
- . ( -'- e'.R1

(12) Lz :-jKCOS, 1 Sinv. COS, R- - RVln cos2

'2 2 -jkR2

+cos(l-Rvlu~l-ucos?, R2

(12) k2 cos2  , _v2
2 2 f

2 2 2. 2.+h -ee •,

u~:_ 0 o i

j i- jkR

As ~e RSf 2 -,e~(13) 'sin)k ~

+(iR e 2' - ~'2 elR

h) -T - v-- --



h ejkRl _jkR 2  ejkR2 1
(14) E e (R _____E = - Rh R2  R2

V 1

whe re,

115a) R. : (7-u cos usin,/(fl-u cos + usinv')

(iSb) G : [l-jv/-e -v erf ' jir)]

(15c) v = 4ql/(l+Rh) 2

(15d) ql = -q 
eJb '

(15e) q : co2')
(15f) tan(h' ) (C r- Cos 2 YX

G is a ground wave attenuation function similar to F. q and b' are
ipnerally termed the numerical distance and phase factor respectively
for horizontal dipoles. In Eqs. (8) and (10)-(14) surface waves
terms can be identified by the presence of F or j as a facto.. Eqs.
(8) and l10)-(1') including higher order terms were programred for
the Datacraft 6024 digital computer. Subroutine IPOLE is described
in Appendix I.

We nw wish to investigate the nature of the ground wave
attenuation functioni. Since they are similar we will look only
at F. Combining rEqs. (9d-f) we have

4, cos J (b - b  R2

(16) w wco sLb e - 2
(r _Rv2 AX

If we consider a point in the far-field and at a low elevation angle, z,

such that R2 -> (z+a), then from Eqs. (9a,b) we have Rv '% -1 and

(17) w 1 -cos(b) ejb "2
A,

Inserting the value of Y from Eq. (3) into Eq. (17) we have

(18) w "t 7cos(b) e
-jb R2 fkc

6



For frequencies near 200 '.,z, and a typical ground conductivity
of 10-13 emu, w wi11 be on the o Jer of R2 (meters) in magnitude.
From Eq. (9g) we see 0 - b - -/2 and thus -- /2 - arg w 0. ius,
the argument of the complementary error function of Eq.-(9c) is a
complex number whose phase is between %/4 and -1/2 . Its magnitude may
be evaluated exactly using Eq. (18), but for frequencies around
200 MHz and for typical ground constants (i.e., c, P 5, l0-13 emu)
its magnitude is on tie order of ,zj % V (meters). in this case
the following asymptotic expansion for erfc(z = j/?) is vaiid1ii

2  ..

( Z 8 erfc(z) I + " -3---__-__

M=l (2 z2)m

Retaining only the first term of the sumiation we have
2
2 2

(20) Vz ez erfc(z) I 1 + l2z

If in Eq. (9c) we make the change ef variables z we get

2
(21) F = [ - z ez erfc(z)].

Combining Eqs. (20) and (21) we get finally the well known result

(22) F - 1/2z 2 con:tant/R.

= Since surface wave terris vary as F/R or G/R we then see that they have
a I!R2 distance dependence for VHF frequencies and typical ground
constants.

We next wish to consider tne far-field space wave at low
elevation angles. oting that cos" s 1
space wave portion of Eq. (8) becomes v

/,-jkR 1  -jk.R2%

(23) Ev(space) - ek _Rl e

We can write K2 in terms of Rl using the approximation

(24) R2  1 + AR = I + 2asinc , Rl+2aa.

Combining Eqs. (23) and (24) and using I/R1  I/R2  l /R we get

7



-jki-
(25) E!" (space) .- 2ak e tn-z

Thus, for a given elevation angle the space wave has the usual
h/R dependence, and vie would expect it to predominate thle surface
wave except at elevation angles so small that a is on the order of
or smnallher then h/R. Eq. (25) also predicts that the space wave field
strength should inc ,redSe With increasin'; elevation angle or increased
hesght of -,he vertical dipele fron; thle earth's surface. itor; ile
earth", 13urface, where t 0 th space wave vanislies and ail radiation
is due to the rjurface wave. S'unuarizing we see that the surface wave
predominates at Rery low elevation angles, and the Sn-cd wdve at the
higher elevation angles.

From the above discussion we do not mean to imply that the
peak magnitude of the surf~ace wave field is always considerab-ly less
than the peak magnitude of the space wave field. The numerical distance
can be related to ~'or : and can thus be a measure of the
relative importance of the surface wave. In il. s piotte- 0

S0.51~o

0.

z
0

0.001
0.0! 0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 foe 300 100

NUMERICAL DISTANCE - P

Fig. 3. The absolute value of the ground wave attenuation
function for ve- tical dipales versus the numerical
distance.



absolute value of the ground wave attenuation function, - versus
p, the numerical distance for vertical dipoles, and Yie see that for
p - 10, !Fi I/2p[14]. Thus the surface wave is less important for
larger values of p. If we consider the example

f = 200 MHz,
R I km and
S10-1 emu,

""';adfrom Fig J- o.. . ;oever, i

then we have p U 250 cos(bi, and f g.
we consider the sae examp'e but wit:, f = X -% e " - Va vp.005 cos(b)
and "" I .0. Thie -orizorzally DOlarized surface wave is generaly
attenuatec more rapidly tihan the vertical po-arization. Jordon and
Balmain[14] present a good discussion of thle effeczs of a-.e ground
constants, frequency, and range on tile pattern of infinitesial electric

= current elements.

=III. NU.ERICAL PARA'ETER STUDY

A. Introduction

In this section we wish to look at the far-field power Datterns
of the basic radiating elements, which are the horizontal and vertical
infinitesimal electric current elements. The element patterns were
calculated for the planes shown in Fig. 4. Due tj symmetry only the
first 900 of the pattern in the xz plane will be shown for the vertical
element. Patterns for the horizontal element, assumed to be aligned
with the x axis, will be shown for the first 900 of the plane containing
the dipole axis and the plane perpendicular to the dipole axis, i
the xz a7;d yz planes raspectively.

The pattern for an antenna over a lossy earth is dependent upon
many factors. Some of the most important are:

1. Radial distance from the source.

2. Geometry of the antenna, and the antenna height from the
surface.

3. Conductivity and permittivity of the lossy ground.

4. In a practical sense, the vegetation, buildings, vehicles,
etc.

Clearly it is impractical to show the influence of the first three
parameters each time an antenna pattern is displayed 3nd virtuallyIimpossible to account for the fourth. Tnus, we wish to do a parameter
study on the infinitesimal electric current element to obtain aqualitative indication for the effects of the first three parameters

on real antennas. Buildings, vegetation, hills, and other obstacles

9



Z
PATTERN IN
xz PLANE

VERTICAL DIPOLE

Rl PATTERN IN
yz PLANE

ay

R /

HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
ALLIGNED WITH THE x-AXIS

x

Fig. 4. Geometry for patterns.

effect an antenna's pattern in two ways. They may either scatter
or absorb some of the energy radiated by the antenna, and this
scattering or absorption may have a much greater effect on an
antenna's pattern than any or all of the first three parameters. Nlot
k;owing the geometry of the obstacles one can only assume that the
amount of radiation received at one point from a source located at
another point is directly proportional to the amount of radiation
received in the absence of the obstacles. This is our justification
for studying the problem of propagation over an infinite flat lossy
earth. Stated another way, we wish to show the effect of the lossy
earth on an antenna's pattern, wnile we understand that in practice
there are other factors, (i.e., scattering or absorbing obstacles)
affecting the pattern. Unless it is one of the parameters being
varied, patterns will be shown for R = I n, €r = km, 3 x 10- 1 3

emu = '.03 nio/meter, and f = 162 MHz. A log log scale was chosen to
display this data because it emphasizes the low elevation angles of

10



interest in this study and provides for a good dvanic range. ior each
of the three parameter studies the patterns are nonalized suc:I that the
ldrgest peak power for any cure shown, within a particular parameter
study, is unit". lhus, even though a particular study may contain wary
graphs, each having many curves, any two curves may be compared dire;tly.

The pattern calculations in the following sections were ,nade
using subroutine ,IPOLE eescribed in Appendix I. Subroutine &iPCLEincludes the effects of space waves and surface waves, even tnougn fcr I

many of the calculations only the space wave is significant. .n 7chese
cases much effort may be saved by asing only te first two terms in
Eqs. (8) and (l0)-(14).

B. Pattern Radi us

In this and in following sections various far-field power patterns
will be given for P = I kmn. if there oatterns are assumed to apply
to other radii by simply introducing the usual I/R 2 power denen-len ce
some error will be incurred, especially for low elevation angles.
Using the h/R2 dependence essentially amounts to ignoring the surface
wave and assuming the space wave predominates. As was seen in
Section II, this approximation vill be valid except at low elevation
angles. Figures 5, 6 and 7 have been drawn to obtain an idea of the
nature of this error. The two curves of Fig. 5 arc the relative errors
in extrapolating from 1 km to 0.1 km or 1 km to 10 km using a fir2

power dependence for a vertical dipole located A/4 above a ground
with cr 5, c = .03 mho/neter = 3 x 0-13 eru, and f = 162 M1z. if
Pa is the power at Pa and some elevation angle, and Pb is the Dower
at Rb and the same elyvation angle, then tChe relative error in
extrapolating from, Ra to Rb is given by

(26) E = a Rbab"Lb Rb aaPb

Figures 5-7 were drawn by calculating the error exactly (i.e.,
using subroutine DIPOLE) every 0.1' from 0.1 to 1.00 and ever, degree
from 1 to 10'. The error at any point is not only a function of the
relative Iragnitude of tVe space and surface waves, but also of their
relative phases. Thus, .it a point where the space and surface waves
add in the proper phase the error may be considerably less than at
nearby points. This accounts for the sometimes erratic nature of the
curves in Figs. 5-7.

In Fig. 5 we see that it is possible to extrapolate from I to
0.1 km v;ith a reletive error less than 1% for elevation angles greater
than 6', while extrapolation from i to 10 kn' can be done with a relative
error less than l4 for elevation angles greater than 2_. Figures 6 and
7 are identical to Fig. 5 except that they are for horizontal dipoIes
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with the pattern in the xz and yz planes respectively. Note in
Figs. 5-7 that extrapolation to greater radii is done more accurately
than to shorter radii. This is because the surface wave, which is
the cause of the error, is less significant at greater distances.

C. Dipole Orientation and Height from Surfdce

Here we wish to obtain an indication of the type of pattern
radiated by the infi,,,esr:,ai vertical dipole and the horizontai
dipole in either plane. ,-.e also desire to determine the effect of
elevating the dipoles from zne earth's surface.

in Fig. 8 curves are shown for the vertical element, and Figs.
9 and 10 contain curves for the horizontal element in the xz and yz
planes respectively. We note the fellowing from Figs. 8-10.

1. As one would expect, the vertical elements are the best
radiators at low elevation angles, and this is especially true when
the elements are less than x/2 from the earth's surface. The
horizontal elements radiate best at very large elevation angles.

2. Except for the norizontal dipole in the xz plane, which is
the poorest radiator at low elevation angles, raising the element
from the earth's surface greatly increases the arrount of radiation
at low elevation angles.

3. The radiation fro. an elevated element is the sum of
radiation from the source and its image. Thus, raising the element
makes the source look larger and sidelobes appear in the patterns.

in Fig. 11 we plot the elevaticn angle corresponding to the
first pattern r ximum. versus the dipole height. .'ote that for the
vertical element, and the horizontal element in the yz pla'e it is
possible to shift this maximum well under 2' by elevating -x or Wore,
wnile the peak of the pattern for the horizontal element in the
xz plane is never less than 40 ° .

Figures 8-10 can be used as qualitative design information
since the fields of an extended source is simply an integration o"
sumation of the fields of infinitesimal sources. For example, if
one wants to design an antenra to radiate at low elevation angles,
and is restricted to placing his antenna very near the earth's surface,
then he sheuld rely on vertical wires. However, if radiation at high
elevation angles is desired, then horizontal wires should be used.

A.s a second example assume one has the pattern for a horizontallinear antenna located 112 above the earth in the plane containing

the antenna axis. It is desired to find the effect of lowering the
antenna almost to the earth's surface. From Fig. 10 we see that this=will seriously degrace the antenna's performance, especially at the
lower elevation angles.
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b. Ground Constants

Iere we wish to determine the effects on a power patterr, of
vdying the penrittivity and the cenductivity of the eaj-h. The rdnye
of ground constants covered is '-r = 2 to 32 and 10

-'L to 10-15
emu or 0.1 to 0.0001 mho/meter. All curves are for the infinitesimal
dipoles located ,/4 above the earth's surface and at 1 1 km.
Figure 12 is for the specific case ei a vertical dipole, - = 10-12 emu,
and curves are drawn for er = 2, 4, 8. 16, and 32. Figures 13-15are idertical to Fig. 12 except that c 3 l0-13 , 10-i , and 10- 14 enu

respectively. FicLrMs 16-19 are identical to Figs. 12-15 respectively
except that they are for a horizontal dipole with the pattern in
the xz plane, and Figs. 20-23 are identical to Figs. 16-19 except
that they are for a horizontal dipole in the yz plane.

Note that in Figs. 12-23 varying c over 3 orders of magnitude
has almost no effect on the patterns, while varying er from 2 to 32
does significantly alter the patterns especially for the vertical
dipole. Increasing cr increases the radiation at low elevation
angles for vertical dipoles, and decreases the radiation at low
elevation for horizontal dipoles. The radiation from horizontal
dipoles at large elevation angles is increased as "r is increased.

Figures 12-23 could be used if one knew for example the pattern
of a vertical linear antenna over a grourd with f-r -1 4 and o :;X 10-13
emu, and it was desired to qualitatively predict it-.perfornarcE if It
were located over a ground with -r : 10 and 10- b emu. Then
using Figs. 12 and 14 we see that the power at low elevation angles
will be increased slightly, while that at large elevation angles will
be essentially unchanged.

IV. REFRESENTI NG C01"TIUC6S CURREN-Tr, DISTRIBUTIGNS
BY A FINITE NUMBER OF INFINITESINAL SOURCES

In this section we wish to devise a method for determining the
fields radiated by an arbitrary current istribution in terms of a
finite surmation ef the fields of infinitesimal sources rather thar.
by an integraticn over the source distribution. Consider the wire
in Fig. 24a which is assui,,d to carry the arbitrary current distribution
T(A'). The fields of this current distribution at the field point I;
car, be expressed using the following linear vector function

(27) Lfi : =(Rl) . R dz

wire
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where,

-,n h h(28) A ir E' OS + iE' sino + ikE' cos-r

+ jrE"sin -"Ecoh + hr r Sn 9 cos jkE zsin9

+krEr  +0 + KkE .

Note that the jo term of A differs in sign from that given by Nortonf-],
and it is felt that tHis is probably a typographical error in Norton's
paper.

The unpriwd electric field components are defined in Cqs. (8)
and (10)-(14), and the primed components are related to the unprimed
components by

(29a) Eh = E hcoS¢
h ,h

(29b) E h E Ehsin6
6

(29c) Eh = Elhcos
z Z

o and € are defined in Fig. 2 and are in general functicns of (R-R').
Comparing Eqs. (10)-(14) and (28), (29) we see that all field comDonents
in Eq. (28) can be evaluated without dividing by sin,, or cosi.

It seems reasonable that the fields radiated by I(0') would
be closely approximated by the fields radiated by several inf= tesimal
current elements orientated collinear with and located along t..ie wire,
and having a complex magnitude related to the complex magnitude of
IR') at their locetions. To make this more clear consider for
example a vertical linear antenna of length L Uocated along the z axis
as shown in Fig. 24b. In this case Eq. (27) becomes

Zb

(30) E(R) = I(z') - A(R-z')dz'.

IZ a

Our approach will be to numerically evaluate the int:gral of Eq. (30).
For example we could use n.te trapezoidal rule which is the approxi-
mat! on
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X'X

(b)

Fig. 24. Current distributions on a wire (a) Arbitrary wire,
(b) Straight wire aligned with the z axis.
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x -X f(

(31) i f(x)dx 2 2--LI)+f (x 2)

xI

In this case Eq. (30) becomes

(32) (- , ft' z

whe re

riz' )=( W "Irz,

in essence we are approximating thie continuous current distribution
of Fig. 23b by two infinitesimal current elements located at zA and z;

and of mawitude a.id orientation given by Tl(zV ) and T-I(z1) respectively.

f there coiderale variation of the current over the length of
tne wire we im-a wish to s;'lit the integral of Eq. (30) into two parts
to get

, . +Z . ,-+Zji

Z 2 a' k 21 2 Z; ,z

Clearly we could continue this splitting to obtain

(34) E(R) ,.L[-F(Zo)+F(z )+--+F(z.,_ ,+-Zz,)'

where,

(35a) L = Nz' )IRb-a

(35b) z' = z' + -L n=0,,2, --- .n a i(

Inspection of Eq. (34) shows that we are representing the continuous
current distribution by 1i+l infinitesimal current elements located
at z' and with complex mgnitude and orientation

ln
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-.L !(z.) otherwi Se.
n

Arty num-2rical integration, such as Gaussian quadrature or
S"Mso's rle, will permit representing a continuous distribution

ba series of infinitesiml current elements whose location,
orientation, and magitude are mo*st, obvious after the numerical
integration is written out explicit,,ly.

"'-'e -n this exaciole vie chose our current distribution to
be aligned with the z-axis, vf.i--5 in nc way restricts our procedure.

o r e xamplie i f we wish' to approximate the fields radiated by the
current distribution in Fig. 25 iby one application of the trapezoidal
rule, -we --ou'd have

z1Iz

N '4yZy

Fig. 25. Current distribution on an arbitrarily
orientated straight wire.
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A large class of antennas can be modeled by a wire-grid con-
sisting of mAny straight wire segments. Often several segments
connect at ene point. In representing such a complex structure by
a finite ntmber of infinitesimal electric current elements, the
pdth of integration in Eq. (27) is over the entire wire-grid
structure. To avoid errors, it is recommended that this integral be
split into smaller parts to avoid integrating past a point where two
or more wires connect.

Far-field patterns calculated u;ing the method of t.:is .mport
are compared with patterns found in the literature in !.perdix i.

Thus far we have treated only current distri-utions + s ,oL~d

exist on a wire antenna, or if a wire-grid model was made of a complex
antenna. The technique can however be extended to t-wo or three
dimensional sources. The apDroach would be to numer-ca',y cvaluate
the surface or volume integral corresponding to Eq. (7). Thi; wnlild
replace the surface or volume integral by a double or a triple
summation, the inspection of which would indicate the location and
,,agnitude of the infinitesimal electric current elements.

We will now su~narize the ideas of the preceding sectionc.
The problem we wish to solve is that of finding the pattern of an
antenna in the vicinity of a flat finitely conducting earth. We
use the approximation that the current on the antenna is unaffected
by the presence of the earth, and thus, may be calculated assuming
the antenna to be in free space. This is a reasonable approximation
if the antenna is shielded from the earth by, for example, a szBall
perfectly conducting ground plane or is sufficiently elevated above
the earth. "lext the continuous currents on the wires of the arenna
are represented by a number of infinitesimal current elements. The
fields of the individual elements can be found using Eqs. (8) and
(lO)-(14), and then summed to yield the antenna pattern. This pro-
cedure will be applied to several antennas in the next section.

V. THEORETICAL ,iTEJA PATTERJS

We now wish to apply the methods of Seaftions II and IV to
determine the far field patterns of four antennas of particular
interest:

1. A quarter wave monopole over four quarter wave arms as
shown in Fig. 26.

2. A 3-1/2 turn multiturn loop (; TL) as shown in Fig. 27.

3. A 12 turn "picket fence" MTL as show.n in Fig. 28.
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4. A 12 turn "picket fence" !MTL as showrm in Fig. 28, but
with a four inch diameter reflecting plate placed 0.4" above
the ITL

Antennas 2, 3, and 4 are placed over a perfectly conducting
ground plane -/2 in diameter. The four horizontal quarter viave arurs
of antenna 1 approximate a ground plane 4/2 in diameter. The small
perfectly conducting ground plane is then placed /8 over a lossy
earth wt r = 5 and = 3.0 x 10-13 ei.u = 0.03 mo/r..eter, as sho.-n
in Fig. 29a. Xtenna power patterns will be sho:-wn for . =  ,
f = 162 IiiHz, and for various antenna tilt angles as defined in
Fig. 29b. For large tilt angles the '/2 diameter ground plane inter-
sects the iossy earti. Th.is, a problem since subroutine DIPOLE,

used in making the calculations in this section, applies only to
sources located above the lossy earth. However, since we are mainly
interested in seeing trends as the antenna is tilted, this pi-oblem:
is avoided by simply ignoring the few sources which are located
beneath the earth's surface.

As has been pointed out, a calculation of the far-field pattern
of an, antenna begins with a calculation or an approximation of the
currents flowine on the antenna. Thus, for antennas 2-4, we begin
by making a wire-grid model of the MlIL antenna, the ./2 diameter
ground plane, and for antenna 4 the 4 inch reflecting plate. Antenna
I is identical to its wire-grid model. alext the currents flowing on
the antenna are calculated using a moment method solution, and th.
assumption that the wire-grid model is located in free space. As
indicated in Section I! the currents flowing on the wire-grid model
are replaced by a nuTrnker of infinitesimal electric current elements.
Finally, the fields of these infinitesimal sources are calculated
using Eqs. (3), (10)-(14), and (27), (28) and added vectorially to
form the antenna field patterns. Power patterns are obtained from
the field patterns Oy taking the magnitude squared of the field and
multiplying by the antenna efficiency defined ds

(37) Efficiency Tin "loss _ rddP. P.
in in

wiere Pin, Ploss- Prad are power input, ohmic power losses, and
the radlated power respectively. The efficiencies rere easured[12]
using a method employed by Wireeler[13]. The efficiency of a 7TL is
strongly dependent upon the volume it occupies, on its geometry, and
on the conductor resistance and therefore the diameter of the wire
beino used. A study is presently being conducted at the Electro-
Science Laboratory to optimize the efficiency of MTL antennas. At
this point typical results are 35% for antenna 2, and 20% for antennas
3 or 4. However, these values are not to be taken as being the best
possible for a given MTL, but simply typical results to date. For
cou-arison, the efficiency of antenna I is taken to be 70%.
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AIR 4E 0 ,/ 0 ,0'

AILTENNA 1-4 jy
PERFECTLY

CONDUCTING GROUND-,.

LOSSY GROUND 4E 5~ PI a-= 0.03 MHO/ METER

(a)

z I ~t =-m& TILT ANGLE

/ y

AIR

x

LOSSY GROUND

Fig. 29. (a) Geomietry ef antennas with respect to the lossy
ground, (b) Geomietry for antenna tilt angle.
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A~terns will be showin for the antennas tilIted through soax
aiigie -t a, shown in r'ig. 29b. Note that the antennas are assumed
to be tilted directly toward tie positive x axis- hen an antenna
is tilted thro-ugh sowe angle ot the location and orientation ofl the
infinitesimal sources representing the antenna are changed, but not
their magnitude or phase. This is a result of calculating the antenna
currents assuming the antenna to be in free space. Clearly as -; in-
creases the ./2 ground plane becomes less effective in shielding the
ante-nna from th e lossy earth, and our "free soace assum"-'tion" tecoaies
less valid.

InFg.30-33 the far-field wer patterns gsfor antennas
are snown.n Patterns are snown for 1j. = 0~, 30', and W, and in both
the xz and yz planes. -he patterns are normalized so that the noter
into each antenna is one watt, and so that the peak power radiatec ay
antenna I corresponds to 0 db.

At low elevation angles and 0' the 3-1/2 turn 'MuL ('antenna 2 '
is several Op below the X/4 monopole over four /4 arms (antenna 1>I
Ho-wever, when jt = 60" dnd far low elevation angles near the positive
x axis antenna 2 is several dB superior to antenna 1. In Figs. 32 __and
33 the 12 turn picket fence VITL is seen to have a very unsvniretrical
pattern in the xz plane. This is largely due to the an-.,nna being
fed unsymetrically.- If a synuetric pattern 4s desired, a syanetric
feed is required. Comparing Figs. 32 and 33 we see that the 4 inch
Plate above the MRT has almost no effect on the far-field pattern.
Antennas 3 and 4 exhibit behavior similar to antenna 2 in that, at
low elevation angles and at= 0' antenna 1 is several d8 superior,
while at larger ti the 12 turn picket fence ma- ir be superior.
NIL antennas have been investigated experimentally, and were foun~d to
have patterns superor to the quarter wave monopole over fou' auarter
wave arrn-, at low elevation angles for the case IS, 6O'. These 1 .easure-
ments will be presented in a future report.

Tt is possible to convert the relative power in dB values 4from
Figs. 30-33 directly to the absolute magnitude of the field strength
in volts/mreter. This can be done via the relationship

OR.) =(2.25 x 10-) 10P2 volts/meter.

niere In is a relative power value tLaken from Fios. 30-33 and will %je
less than or equal to zero. Equation (38) assumes 11 waitt of- re-ai
nou:er input to th~e antenna.
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VI. SUIUMLARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this report we have had two basic aims directed toward
accomplishing the objective of this investigation as stated in
Section I. These aims will be sunmarized in this section. The
first aim was to obtain a qualitative indication as to how the
presence of a lossy earth affects the far-field VHF power pattern
of an antenna located in air above the lossy earth. Our second aim
was to describe a computationally straightforward metnod for determ-

iing the far-field pattern of an antenna iocated in air near a
iossy earth.

To obtain a qualitative indication of the lossy earth's effect
it was decided to study in detail the infinitesimal horizontal and
vertical electric current elements instead of specializing to a
specific antenna geometry. First, computationally useful expressions
for the fields radiated by the current elements were presented and
it was shown how these expressions could oe interpreted in terms of
space waves and surface waves.

Space wave fields have their maximum radiation away from the
earth's surface, are characterized by a I/R radial dependence in the
far-field, and vanish at the earth's surface. Surface waves have
their maximum radiation at the earth's surface, and are characterized
by a I/R2 radial dependence in the far-field for frequencies above
approximately 100 M1Hz and typical ground constants. Thus, the surface
wave is only important at very low elevation angles.

Far-field power patterns are shown for horizontal and vertical
elements located between 0 and 2 from the ejr..h's surface. it wa.
found, as expected, that vertical elements are better radiators at low
elevation angles, while horizontal elements are better radiators at
large elevation angles. Elevating an element front the earth's surface
was found to generally increase the radiation at low elevation angles.

Far-field power patterns were also shown for the horizontal
a.-- vertical element located '144 abovt the earth and tor vary .g
ground parameters. It was found that near 200 MHz varying the ground
conductivity from 0.1 to 0.0001 rno/meter has little effect on the
element patterns. However, varying the relative permittivity from
2 to 32 increases the radiation at low elevation angles for vertical
elements, but decreases it for horizontal elements.

Because in the far-field the space wave field varies as I/R
and the surface wave field varies as I/R2 some error will be intro-
duced in extrapolating a pattern from one radial distance to another
if th usual I/R field dependence is assumed. At frequencies greater
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than 160 MHz and typical ground constants it was found that extrapo-
lating from R = 1 km to greater radial di-tances can be done with
little error since the surface wave at these frequencies attenuates
rapidly with distance from the source.

Determining the far-field pattern of an antenna can be thought
of as consisting of two steps. First the current on the antenna must
be determined. If the antenna is located near a lossy earth the
exact solution w;ill involve an intearal equation which contains
the Sommerfeld integral, and will be very difficult and time consuming
to solve. Our approach was to assume that tOe antenna current was
unchanged by the presence of the lossy eartn, and thus it could be
found using available computer programs for finding antenna currents
in free space. This approximation is best applicable when Vie antenna
is shielded from the lossy earth as by a cavity or a small perfectly
conducting ground plane, or if the antenna is physically removed
several wavelengths from tie earth.

Regardless of how the antenna current was obtained the problem
still remains to find the radiation pattern of a now known current
distribution in the presence of the lossy earth. The exact solution
involves an integration over the antenna. The integrand will contain
the Sommerfeld integral and again will be difficult and time consuming
to evaluate. Our approach was to replace the continuous current
distribution on the antenna by a finite number of infinitesimal
electric current elements. The fields of the individual elements
can be evaluated using expressions developed by Norton[l0], and then
summed to yield the antenna pattern. The accuracy of this approach
is discussed in Appendix II.

The above approximations were applied to calculate the far-field
power patterns of several antennas located near a lossy earth.
Specifically we compared the pattern of a quarter wave monopole
above four quarter wave arms to the patterns of a few electrically
small multiturn loop fMTL) antennas placed over a half wave diameter
perfectly conducting ground plane.

None of the antennas considered had an overall superior far-
field pattern. However, for large tilt angles (e.g., ot = 60 ° ) with
the antenna tilting generally in the direction of the observer, the
heoretical calculations tend to indicate a higher level of radiation

at low elevation angles from the MTL than from the quarter-wave dipole
(e.g., Fig. 31a and Fig. 30a respectively). This geometry was of
particular interest in this investigation since it depicts the situation
wherein an MTL mounted on a projectile would impact the earth at a
large tilt angle and transmit back to the area from which it was
launched.
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In addition, since the theoretical calculations described in
this study were made, the patterns of several MTL configurations
superior to those in Section V as well as the quarter wave monopole
over four quarter wave radial arms have been investigated experimentally.
These neasurenents indicate an even greater superiority of the MTL
over the quarter wave monopole for the geometry of particular interest
described above. This is most likely due to the Tact that when -t = 60'
the radials do not shield the monopole from the earth and the theoretical
calculations can be expected to be in error. Apparently this error tends
to cause a theoretical prediction in field intensity greazer tan that
which is observed in practice for the monopole. Since in a communication
system the important factor is the minimum assured power level, and our
measurements showed this minimum level to be several dB petter for the
MTL than for the monopole, we conclude that the ,TL has better radiation
characteristics for the application of primary interest in this work.
An area of future work would be to determine better IKTL configurations.
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APPENDIX I

I this appendix two computer programs will be described. They
are DIPOLE and WERFC and form the basis for all pattern calculations
mafia" in this report.

Figure 34 is a listing of subroutine DIPOLE. Included is a
brief description of the program and definitions for the 12 input
and 3 output parameters. Of these EXCIT, EX, EY, and EZ are complex,

and the remainder are real. The program is an extension of equations
developed by Norton[lO] to include electric current elements of
arbitrary position with respect to a fixed coordinate system. in
Fig. 35 is shown an arbitrarily orientated electric current element
located at the rectangular coordinates (XS, YS, ZS) meters. The xy
plane is assumed to separate a lossy half-space, described by a
relative dielectric constant ER and a conductivity SEMU expressed in
emu (1 mho/meter = 10-11 emu), from air or free space. The lossy
half-space is located at z < 0. The source is assumed to have an
e-Jtt time dependence with frequency FKC in kilohertz. It is desired
to evaluate the field at a point described by the cylindrical coordin-
ates (RF, PF, ZF) with RF and ZF expressed in meters and PF in
radians. The orientation of the current element is described by THETA
and PHI in radians as shown in Fig. 36. Here the x'y'z' rectangular
coordinate system is the xy-_ system of Fig. 35 translated to the
source point (XS, YS, ZS). The subroutine returns EX, EY, and EZ
which are the x, y, and z components respectively of the electric
field in volts/meter. NBUG enters the subroutine through a
COMUMON statement and is used in debugging. If NBUG = 1 the messages
"ENTER DIPOLE" and "EXIT DIPOLE:' will be printed when the subroutine
is entered or exited respectively.

DIPOLE may be used only when the source point and the field
point are in the air half-space, and are separated by at least a few
free space wavelengths. The program has one difficulty. Errors
sometimes occur when calculating the fields very near (less than one
degree) the vertical axis. This difficulty can be overcome by
interpolating the fields at either side of the vertical axis to
obtain the fields at the vertical axis. In the far-field, the fields
are varying slowly and interpolation may be done with high accuracy.

DIPOLE uses the complex function subprogram WERFC in evaluating
the ground wave attenuation functions of Eqs. (9c) and (15b). Figure
37 is a listing of WERFC. Specifically

-z2

(39) WERFC(z) = e- erfc(-jz), z = x+jy.
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SUBROUTINEDliPi E(XS,YSZS9RF PF,ZF*AR,SE14UtFKCEXC IT#THE TA, Ph,1EX,
2EYEZ)

C SUBROUTINJE DIP60E i!';AL~ihi-S NHE ?.ECTA~U~ -UP::.. T- L-F 1"
E LE~CTRIC --FL OF± ESiI!jf* E~TI C C UkR Edj L PC:.Tf JN AI

C AND) NEAR A LtIS Y HALF - SktCL. * THE F.U 4 1O US:! -PZ V Li 4D dr,

C iz1 F JELD KIM10 IS -1OREP ifHA % A FEW WAVEL1:-(THS FPLU'- Tn-E SUi~-C E .
C REFERENCE FOP UH,e9A: 1C*jS 15 '1ItflkP!)PtM,i.AJ ()- RADIO AVES OVEk

C HE SUkFACF OF TE F-i H T 1 Itf)Jr THE 1i'K1'7 ATY.tSPHE.PE BY K: A.
c NORTONI, PRIIF'FINdS OF jIiF IRE9 VOL. --"I NUMBER ci , PAGL- 1203.
C It4001 PARAMibS ...
C X S = X CUO R h DNA; Ofi TH- CUr(:?E'! 1L:N !IN S.

C YS = Y CC0'JIGATS -F l! C3jkR, 7; ik S.
C ZS = Z COORDINATE OF THE Cir.EN! E-LEI-% (MET-S.
C RF =POLAR ,-,DitjS COF T..;. -- Pihl~ I ST .

P PF =POLAR Al"GILAk CO OiNA1hT-- Pni OF Tt!; FIELO POINT IN RADIANS.
C ZF = Z COORa"it.AIE r-; 1Hi~EL PO)INT I~ N E S.

C R=RELAl lYE DIELECTAIC r-tI:S1AN ;: 1 f-E (ROUN~D.
SE S-U =CONDUIIVIIY (;F ihE; 6,OiNO i14 E M . I MiO/MZTEK 1044-11 EMU.

C FKC =FRErOUaJCY It. KIiLCCLFS.
C EXCII = COMPLFX MAG-%17zDE OF 7-iE CIRkEr4T EENT.
C THETA =SPPERICAL It-.E'TA COOR~DINATE 0E-SCKIaI::G CURREN~T ELEMENT

CORIENU.7 IL iN t.DU~S

C I SPHERICAL Phi C003~N~fATE OESCRUJING CUR-RENT ELEMENT
C ORI EN1A7 104 IN RAVIANS5.
C OUlf i PARAMEERS...

C EX =X COMPO-r:F-O (F THE FLECkPIC FIELD IN VOLTS/*AETE-R.
C EY = COPNLhT7 OF THE ELECIkIC FIELD IN1 V;LT /11EIrR.
C EZ = Z COMPON.EiIT -F THE FLEC7 RIC FIELD I-. VrOLTS/*METEk.
C NOIE NHUG EthIERS ITiE SUts%0U.IM1E THROUGH CUO.9OrJ. IF NeUG I z. HE
C MESSAGES 'ENTER~ DIPOLE' t..! 'EXIT DIPOLE' AkE PRINTED) hitEN THE
C SUBROUTINE- I$ Et!ILREID OR EXITED RESPECTIVELY.
C SUBtROUTIINE WEPFC IS USE!).

COMPLEXEXI ,FXZF1 ,E2,XZ ,X2,X-,O)I.V,G,EXCi
COMiPLEXAr2,XJ,U,PPWP,RV,FPI,W, RH,ELV*ERVtEPVtEZHERHvEPiExt

2EYtEZ
COMPLEXIX ,IY,IZ ,RE,EP,ERPH,EPPHEZOH
C OHPL1EX HER PC
COMHONNBUG
IF(N8UG.EO.1 )WRITE (6t11

1 FORMAII5X,IEWJER DIPOLE8)
XJ=CMPLX(O.O,1.01
PI=4.OZA*IAN! 1.01
A=ZS
CZ2.99BEB
WAVE=C/ (FKC=100n.0)
XK =2.OzPI/HAV-

C
C SET UP COORDINATES.
c

XPF=RF fC1S (Pr 1-XS
YPF=RFCSIt;(PF 1-VS

R P = SORT IX PE =X OF+YPP YPF)
PPF=AIANZIYP'F,XPF)
R= SOR T(IRPFoR ICLF PF--Z PF)
XX=1.$E18*SE !'t'/FKC
XK2=CSOR ((R+XJ XX )cXK
U=XK/XK2

Fig. 34. Computer listing of subroutine DIPOLE.
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RZS(kPFR-.(PFAt(Pi4A))

SN~C% LPF/R

P'rAJVXVkzk2cU-u/' .0
VwP=PP'( I C4 (A4IZPF U/ (uck2) )= Z
CSCP=SURT (I n-i CP
kV'U*CSUR1 H .0-I'JvCSCP):(U. CSCP))
RV=( SNCP-RY 3/ fSNJCP4V )

SNCPP~t b'F-A)/it1
CSCPP=Supi (I .G-sthcpe:,2)
EX1=XJ:;XK-;-;

E2=CEXPiEf2 )/k2

X3=CSURT (1.0-LU 2q~CSCPa,2)

C DEZEkSINE EZV

EZV=CSCPP2--Fl.RV-CSCP=*Z=EZ
EZV=EZV* 1 (.0-RV z( I .0t4!Z=4CC--2,FE

EZV=EZV-E z:X2v (I.O-3.O.'SJCQJ
EZV=XJzXK EZV
A1=CABS(tZV4R/(2.O=XK))

C DETERMINE ERV
c

ERV= SNCPPtCSCPP ;E I RV=SN;CP=CSCP:E 2
ERV=ERV-CSCP= (I .O-kvi=U*X3--;::E2=1 1.-.-~:2X:':+.=Pt=20

25/EX? 3
ERV=ERV+.NcCP:CSCP:: 1.o-RV 3C;E2/E-X2

2St.CP~cscpzx2-F2
ERV=-XJ*XK=,ERV

c DETERMINE EPV.
C

EPV:CMPLX(O.OO.0)
RH=(X3-UtSlNCP)/ Ux3*U;SINCP)
8P=ATAN((lfcSCPzc 21/;X)

O=-Q.CXP -xjZTP)VzwFCrSRV)

c DETERMINE FZH.

2u:5~x~4~~rS'uCPz2-rC.5/E.X2)
Eii~EH-SC~~.pz (I .Ci-kV F)a-2z-X2-.;SNCPP CSCPP:XZ*&1

EH=,&!f--CSCP~f 1.,---RV z,- 3-E2/i2.0=EX2) +3.0=SNCXP:CSCPrX2=f2

Fig. 34.
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NOW-

C
C DETERMINE ERH.
C

ER=NPz ilR SCP4z2(.O+kH)IG=E2-CSCP**24U~2*(1.O-RV)
21;F 'E2

ERH=E RH-Xl1 1.0-? .O:CSCPP :2 ) ;+2=( 1. 0-3. OCSCP::2J:( 1. O-U442:

EkPH=XJ XK E *i

C
C OETL-KMJN" Ellm.
C

2E2IEX?
=EPPHi=XJf-XK:EPti

EPI4EPPHr.SI1MPPF)
C
C PLACE PROPER MAGIJIli[E AND PH-ASE ON ALL COMPCI4IdS.

C
C CONVERT TO RECAUGULAR COORDINATES.
C

lx=EXCJ T:SINUHTiFTA ) COS(PHJ1

IZ=EXC]TrCOS(THET.)
RE: IX:ERH41YtEPH:SIIvcPPF )+I27E;V
EP=IXC2EPH-l1VzEPP.:Colc,. (PFi

EY=R~rcS~f~iPPF J+FPzC0SU-IPF)

2 FDRMAT(20A,'EXI;# DIPULEI)
RETURN
Et;D

Fig. 34.
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Fig. 36- Orientation of the source in subroutine DIPOLE.
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CflMPLEXFt'JNCi If'NWE~tFC I(Z)
C
C WFRFCCZ3 EV-'L'IATES W(Z) ;EXP(-Z~r-3CERFCf-J ;Z) USIN~G N.R.S.
C FOS. 7.1.?3 AP'n 7.1.29.
C

Crf'PIFXWER FC, 1, XJ,7Z,FPFC,A,RC

2y)

1Fn1!MAT(5X,'1!M-'1 iPUFC')
P1 =4.OtATANc1I. OJ
X JCMPL X(0. 0, 1 .0)
Z7 =-XJ=Z
X =RELL I?)
Y=AIMAG(i773

C WO I IE(6 90) x .
IF (ABS (X ) T. F T.3 )(O00
T =1 .0/ ( I. C+. 3' VQ1 -X )X

A--CMPLXfO.0.0.0)
1=0
D~loIoON= I1*100
B= IE XP -25=N3 I f)+4. XX 2(F X Y N) +XJ G( XY, N)
A =A 11

C WOI T E(6, 11) f.
90 F rR1AT (YS, -- r.

IF (N.L F.? )G~!1a n

R? =A11S MEULPI

S 1=AflS( A IM-AG, ) )
S? =ABS (A IAG (f.3
I F IR1/ IP1 +P2) LT .3. OE -6.AND. S I/IS IS2.L T. 3.OE-6) GOTC10O
1=0
GffOOJO

110 1=1+1
I F (I .GF.3 M.OTnI?o

100 Cfnr%7IUUE
WRJTF(6,10)

130 FflRMAT(//I5XsR.FC F*AILED TO CONVER;E1,M1
120 A=2.OzEYDZ(xMY~re/PI

WFRFC=EIFCt-CEY (-7=Z)

Fig. 37. Computer listing of function subroutine WERFC.
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GOT 0300
200 ERFC=CMPLX(1.0*0.0)

1 =0
NU4AX=CABS (ZZ)
N I 9-i = 1
OlIl5O14=1 ,N-Y.A X

A=ERfPC
EPFC=ERF+''4/i2.O=ZZz:Z )=::N
IF: (N.LE. I )GOTnI5O
XA=CABS (A'
%% . =CAEBS( ERFC)
RAT=ABSiXA-XE 1/XE
IF (RAT.LTj.1.OF-S)GOTOI6O
1 =0
GnTOlSO

160 1=1+1
IF (I GE.2 )GOTflh7O

150 COMJINUE
JF(RA. y.'.0F-3)WRITE(6,I80)RAT

1SO FflmuA .L.'FRFC FAILED TO CONVERrF RATIO I.El3.4/)
170 IF PF( r(Z7-SORT(Pl))

300 CC'MJT 1
IF (NBUL i1wRITE~(6j190)ZWERFC

190 Fn'R'-.Ar(.A,'Z ',2El5.5,5X,'WERFC(Z) 1 ,2E15.6)
IF (NBUG.EQ. I )'-RI T E (1,.t'2

2 FnlRMAT!2OX9,ExIT WERFCS)
RFTUI4N

Fig. 37.
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The following formulae are used[ll],

e 2 C

(40) A z ezerfc(z) .I + m ( I -)" 1-3 (2m-1)

m--l (2z2 )

for ix! > 3.9 or 1ly > 3.0, and

(41) erf(xiy) = erfx) + 2 [(i-cos(2xy)) + osin(2xy)]

2 r -n2/4
+ 2e-X

n=i n2+4x2 [f"(x~y) +gn(xly)]

otherwise. In Eq. (41)

(42a) erfc(z) = erfc(x+iy) = l-erf(z)

(42b) fn (x,y) = 2x-2xcosh(ny)cos(2xy)+nsinh(ny)sin(2xy)

(42c) gn(xy) = 2xcosh(ny)sin(2xy)+nsinh(ny)cos(2xy).

NBUG enters this function subprogram through a COP.MON statement
and is used in -ebugging. If NBUG =1 the messages "ENTER WERFC"
and "EXIT WERFC" will be printed when the functi3n subprogram is
entered or exited respectively. Z and WERFC(Z) will also be printed
if NBUG=l.

I
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APPENDIX II

In this appendix far field-patterns, evaluated using subroutine
DIPOLE described in Appendix I and approximations described in
Sections I and IV, will be compared with patterns from the literature.
in Figs. 38-40 we corpare far-field patterns of infinitesimal electric
current elements calculated using subroatine DIPOLE with patterns
presented by Jordorn and Baimain[|4]. The ground parameters and
frequency for these patterns are identified by the parameter n and
by r as follows:r

(43) n = xi r

where

(44) 18 x 103 a nho/meter
4 xf MHz

Each figure shows curves for n=l and r,=lO0, and the curves are
normalized so that the n=lO0 curves have maximum field strength of
1.0. Figures 38-40 are for a vertical element at the earth's surface,
a vertical element x/2 above the earth, and a horizontal element ,./2
above the earth with the pattern in the yz plane (see Fig. 4)
respectively. In addition our calculations have been found to have
the proper rotation symmetries.

Next we will investigate an extended source, nanely a vertical
half-wave dipole with its center height one wavelength above a
lossy earth. The frequency is 20 MHz and field patterns are shown
for the elevation plane (see Fig. 4). Assuming the antenna to be in
free space we approximate the antenna current as being sinusoidal.
Using the trapezoidal rule and the mathods of Section IV the antenna
was represented by 11 vertical infinitesimal electric current
elements. The fields of these 11 ;.,finitesimal dipoles were
determined using subroutine DIPOLE and then summed to yield the
patterns shown in Fig. 41. Patterns calculated by Horn[15] are also
shown. Fig. 41a is for a = 0.1 rnio/meter and Cr = 30, and Fig.
41b is for . = 0.01 nio/meter and cr = 10. Our patterns and those cf
Horn have been normalized so that the peak field strength of the
patterns shown in Fig. 41a are unity. Note the excellent agreement cf
the location and magnitude of maximums and nulls in Fig. 41.
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